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November Update

In this issue:

Celebrating World Standards Day 2021

Remote Learning Tips

The Patient Journey – IANZ accreditation in Medical Imaging

NZQC News

Kia ora koutou, 

As we head toward the tail end of 2021, a challenging year indeed, we have enjoyed

having a reason to celebrate on World Standards Day, where we come together

globally to recognise the important work that goes into the International Standards

framework.  

Likewise, keeping up positive habits while working from home is also critical for

staying productive and enthusiastic - we share some of our favourite tips below.  

A look at the finer details of the patient journey in medical imaging and some news

from NZQC round off our update for November. 

Kia kaha, 

Team IANZ

 
Celebrating World Standards Day 2021 
  
Safeguarding our health and our environment requires standards, and people

committed to upholding them. World Standards Day, celebrated annually on the 14

October, is an opportunity for members of the International Standards Organisation

(ISO), the International Electrotechnical Organisation (IEC) and the International

Telecommunications Union (ITU) to come together to pay tribute to the collaborative

efforts of thousands of technical agreements that are published as International

Standards. 

  

It's not uncommon for Team IANZ to speak to one another in complex acronyms and

international standards but these frameworks provide the foundations and essential

elements of everything we do and are passionate about. 

  

World Standards Day 2021 is about our shared vision for a better world. In line with

the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs), our shared vision for a better world

projects to address social imbalances, develop a sustainable economy and slow the

rate of climate change. To reach them will require not only the cooperation of large

and small organisations, but every day heroes who show a willingness to use all of the

available tools to their efforts, including international standards. 

  

So what can you, as an IANZ-accredited organisation, do to celebrate World
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Standards Day? It all starts with quality and your commitment to adhering to the

standards within your industry. It’s about community and that shared vision for

achieving a better future and it’s about collaboration, in sharing our successes and

failures and how we can each use the standards framework to showcase our small

slice of a better world, to share with the rest of the world. 

  

Happy World Standards Day 2021!

 
Remote Learning Tips 

As Auckland, and the rest of New Zealand, continues its fight against Covid-19, the

need to ensure employees maintain their competencies and continue to thrive in

remote learning environments is essential. 

Rachel Barnett, Training Manager for IANZ and course presenter at NZQC, has some

helpful tips for conducting remote training sessions. 

 

Break down learning sessions into manageable, bite-sized pieces.

Regular breaks to maintain attention and continued focus is essential to get the most

out of employees and their training sessions. No one enjoys looking at a computer

screen for hours on end. Breaking your training sessions down in to smaller 20-30

minute sessions enables employees to stay focused, keep on task and get the most

out of the session, without feeling like they need to urgently reply to emails or get

distracted. 

 

Stick to technology basics.

While new technology is great and exciting, sticking to tried and true methods of

communication and collaboration is often best, particularly if employees aren’t used to

completing remote learning and assessments. Complete a survey across employees

to see which technologies they feel most comfortable with and adapt your learning

session to incorporate these. 

 

Take 5 minutes before each learning session to allow for

connection/sound/image issues.

Nothing is more distracting to a learning session than bad connections and faulty

audio. Spend 5 minutes before each learning session making sure your audience can

see and hear you, that you can successfully share your screen (if necessary) or that

other employees know what will be expected of them throughout the training (cameras

on, ready to answer questions or simply listening to a presentation). 

 

Seek feedback

While every training session is run with the best of intentions, quality improvement is

central to ensuring your employees get the most out of each session. Send a quick

survey post-session or actively ask for participants to give suggestions on what types

of content they would like to see more of. 

 

Embrace the remote learning environment

The best way to adapt to a remote way of learning is to embrace its quirks and

appreciate that it will never be the same as learning face to face. Engage with your

audience on their backgrounds, or something interesting in their house. Get them to

describe what they see out their window or bring one item from home to share with

the group and celebrate their individuality. If we embrace these little quirks and

acknowledge them, they are less likely to unhinge the goals of the learning session

and instead will act to support a team approach to learning.
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The Patient Journey - IANZ assessments in the Medical Imaging
Programme 

Chances are you, or someone you know, has had to undergo a radiology procedure

some time in their life. From an x-ray of a broken bone, an ultrasound for a new family

member, through to advanced imaging techniques for diagnosis of complex medical

issues. But the patient journey begins long before their time at the medical facility and

involves a closely regulated series of processes and procedures to ensure the right

patient is imaged with the right technology, at the right time, for the right reasons and

with the right outcome. From the transmission of imaging requests to an imaging

facility, through to the competence of staff, the imaging diagnosis and the closed loop

communication of “what’s next”. 

  

IANZ accreditation gives organisations and patients alike the confidence that their

people, their processes and procedures and products are safe and meet good

industry standards. During an IANZ assessment, much can be learned from simply

observing the patient journey and an organisation’s commitment to their quality

initiatives. You may not even realise the many mental notes an IANZ assessor is

making, all in the 2 minutes while waiting to be seen! 

  

The patient journey is so much more than getting the patient in and out in the shortest

amount of time. It’s the result of many people and quality processes and hardwork

behind the scenes to create a memorable patient experience. We as the patients may

only interact with the facility for a short amount of time, but getting you from A to B is a

process worthy of recognition, which the NZ Mark of Competence promotes.

NZQC News 
  

The wait is nearly over. The new course calendar for NZQC is in the final throes of its

preparation so you will be able to download it off the NZQC website shortly. However,

you are welcome to check out the website now which has the courses listed now for

booking. 

Given the ambiguous nature of the pandemic climate impacting how we work, we

have kept a flexible schedule as well which allows for ample virtual training

opportunities. For example, some of the longer courses we have given alternative

dates if a change to virtual is required. 

Feel free to browse through the courses on our website or contact our Administration

Manager, Claire Moon, if you would like to find out more about any course in

particular. 

 

Upcoming Courses:

 
ISO 9001 Management Systems  7-8 December
Internal Audits  9-10 December
 

CLICK HERE TO FIND OUT MORE

https://www.nzqc.co.nz/
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